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Dear Reader,   
 
I do hope you have enjoyed a most Joyful, Healthy and Abundant week. 
 
I am happy to return this week with a full length Newsletter after my "break" last 
week when my mother and mother-in-law came to see us for a few days.  We 
enjoyed our time together as always, as did my sons, and provides for the all too 
infrequent opportunity to get out and see some of the beautiful sights we are so 
Blessed with around where we live, including the old and interesting medieval town 
nearby which has historical roots extending back to at least the 7th century CE. 
 
As we progress through this iconic year of 2012, Changes are accelerating on every 
level - Spirit, Mind and Body - some subtle others much more apparent with each 
perceiving and experiencing these changes on the appropriate Individual level. 
 
Many have place prioritised "money" and the material things money can "buy". It may 
well be that it is not until this system itself changes that many will see "money" for 
what it really is - another system of control"  - that often conceals the True Source of 
True Abundance which has always been available.  This time is fast approaching. 
 
On a more subtle level Human Beings and all Life on Earth are coming increasingly 
under the influence of Sacred, Ancient and Cosmic Energies which always occur and 
gain momentum towards the conclusion of every cycle of Human Evolution, the 
ultimate confluence of which will be the catalyst for the final Singularity of Evolution. 
 
Energy has one fundamental characteristic - Vibration - which we will discuss today. 
 
If you are receiving this Newsletter for the first time, you may wish receive join us 
every Sunday by simply visiting our Website and adding your name and email 
address to the form at the top of each page, and receive 7 free chapters of my book: 
 

http://www.ourultimatereality.com 

 
Now 2012 is finally here, my 576 page paperback book, Our Ultimate Reality, Life, 
The Universe And Destiny of Mankind, can provide you with a broad and detailed 
perspective on the meaning of "2012", and of Life and Meaning of Life generally: 

 

576 Page Paperback from Amazon US: Our Ultimate 
Reality, Life, The Universe and Destiny of Mankind 

 
And Click Here To Obtain The Book From Amazon UK 

 

http://www.ourultimatereality.com/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0979910609?tag=apc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0979910609&adid=0SJPRP1PB0GXFASSH4MG&
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0979910609?tag=apc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0979910609&adid=0SJPRP1PB0GXFASSH4MG&
http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0979910609?tag=ourultireal-21&camp=1406&creative=6394&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0979910609&adid=1205KK97NM4BWATV7C6G&&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ourultimatereality.com%2F


1000 Mile/1600km Sponsored Cycle For The "Wild 
Futures" Monkey Sanctuary 

 
 
Many Readers may recall that last year, in 2011, my son, Declan completed a 150 
mile cycle ride in a single day to in order to raise much needed funds for an Animal 
Sanctuary where he frequently volunteers, and also to fund a much needed and 
complex surgery on the leg of a German Shepherd dog who, I am delighted to say, 
underwent the procedure, made a full recovery, and is now very happy and well. 
 
Thanks to the exceptional generosity of many kind and caring people, including 
many Newsletter Readers, Declan was able to raise £6000 which is around $9600 
for these excellent causes which has since been put to use for all of the animals. 
 
Next Sunday  Declan will begin a much more ambitious Sponsored Cycle together 
with a small group of volunteers at the Wild Futures Monkey Sanctuary located in 
the South of England where Declan also volunteered his services for a month last 
year and will be doing so again this year after the Sponsored Cycle. 
 
Declan and other members of the group will be cycling the entire length of Britain, 
from Lands End at the southernmost tip of England, to John o' Groats at the 
Northern most tip of Scotland over the course of several days. 
 
This is an extremely physically and mentally demanding undertaking, that few would 
contemplate, of nearly 1000 miles of extremely varied terrain, roads and conditions. 
 
All of the funds raised will go to Wild Futures which you may read about here: 
 
 

Wild Futures Monkey Sanctuary 
 
 
Wild Futures is managed by an extremely dedicated group of mostly volunteers, 
some who live there permanently, others, like Declan who volunteer their services 
from time to time, with no form of remuneration whatsoever and none expected. 
 
Declan was and is most grateful for all your support last year and would again be 
most grateful indeed for any support you can offer this year in this most demanding 
undertaking for such a wonderful and valuable cause. 
 
All contributions will be most welcome and valuable and will go to a wonderful cause. 
 
Here is the donation link which Declan has set up exclusively for this purpose: 
 

Click Here To Donate To 1000 Mile Cycle Ride For The 
Wild Futures Monkey Sanctuary 

 
 

http://www.wildfutures.org/
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=5ZXA6NJ9EEFN6
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=5ZXA6NJ9EEFN6


2012 The Vibration 
 

Energy with its Infinite range and nature of Vibratory Frequency is an integral 
component of the Infinite Continuum of the Universe, manifesting in Infinite ways. 
 
Our very Spiritual Nature, Evolution and Well-Being at all levels is a function of 
Vibration at our unique Energy Field, our "Spiritual body" in all its Expressed forms. 
 
As we Evolve, as Human Beings, our Sphere of Vibration increases, and we 
automatically Transition to the "level", "plane", or "sphere" of The All corresponding 
precisely with our unique Vibratory Frequency - which is Always Perfect 
 
Physical Human beings also consist entirely of pure Energy in the form of an 
apparent physical body - although an illusion of the senses. 
 
Even though the human body and physical surroundings might appear to be "solid"  
to the five senses and conscious Mind we are still a unique Energy Field with 
corresponding Vibratory Frequency which some perceive as an "Aura". 
 
So how can this be? 
 
Science knows that "Matter" is comprised of smaller units known as molecules, and 
still smaller units known as atoms. Yet smaller still we find sub-atomic particles, 
which in turn are made up of still finer particles and so on, until the ultimate 
constitution of anything is of pure Energy Vibrating at specific rates according to 
individual characteristics. Ultimately, all "matter", including the Human Body which is 
made of matter, has no solidity whatsoever - it is Pure Energy and Vibration. 
 
From Source out to the "densest" form of "matter" there are an infinite number of 
characteristics of Vibration - all unique and which makes each Human Being unique..  
 
This is also one of the fundamental principles of Quantum Mechanics  - the 
realisation that "sub-atomic particles" are ultimately not "particles" at all, but rather 
progressively more subtle forms of Energy, which appear to only "collapse" from a 
waveform to a particle form when "observed" - through Mind - until ultimately only 
existing as Vibration, Pure Energy with an Infinite Superposition of Possibilities. 
 
This Energy is also known as “The Light”.  
 
This is not the visible spectrum of "light" photons known in the physical Universe as 
for example emanating from The Sun, but rather the Primordial Light of Source From 
Which All in the Universe, in All Spheres is Expressed, lives and "has its Being". 
 
Quantum physicist David Bohm considered physical matter to be “frozen Light”. 
 
So how do we reconcile this beyond the physical Universe of apparent "matter"? 
 
We need to look at Vibration much more closely in order to understand this. Most 
people know sound for example is Vibration, and a very powerful Vibration at that. 



Loud noises can cause windows and other structures to Vibrate, and indeed a sound 
of a high enough pitch or amplitude can cause fragile objects to shatter completely. 
 
The frequency range of perception of the ear of the average human is from around 
twenty Vibrations per second, up to around twenty thousand Vibrations per second. 
 
Moving up the Vibratory scale we reach "electricity" at around one billion Vibrations 
per second. 
 
Moving up the Vibratory scale further still we encounter "heat" at two hundred billion 
Vibrations per second. 
 
Further still up the scale is the spectrum of visible colours Vibrating in a range of 
around five hundred billion Vibrations per second. 
 
Higher still is the invisible spectrum of colour including infra-red and ultra-violet. 
 
And so we can move further progressively up through the levels of Vibration, still 
manifesting as the "energy" known to science, until we reach the higher levels where 
we encounter "x-rays" which Vibrate at around two trillion Vibrations per second. 
 
As we progress up still higher in the scale of Vibration we reach levels which do not 
manifest any characteristics known, detectable or measurable yet to modern 
science, and are largely still ignored, overlooked or deemed not to exist at all.  
 
In other words Vibration, Energy is often deemed by material science to be finite as it 
pertains to the physical world and can be measured by scientific instrumentation. 
 
However the reality is very, profoundly and fundamentally different and greater. 
 
It is erroneous to conclude that progressively higher levels of Energy Vibration do not 
exist, simply because they cannot be observed or measured by material science. 
 
Vibrating at speeds completely beyond the comprehension and observation of 
science are the Inner Spheres  - commencing with the Etheric, Astral and Mental 
planes, these being beyond the earthly concept of material or bodily form, until we 
reach the threshold of the Mental, Spiritual Planes of Pure Energy and Vibration. 
 
Ultimately, when Vibrations attain a high enough level, we Unite With Source. 
 
This indeed is the ultimate destiny of every Human Being, "each" - although always 
One With and an Expression of Source - constantly raising Vibrations of the Soul 
and Spirit through the process of Spiritual Evolution and Perfection, ultimately 
Realising the Potential to attain Vibratory Harmony with Source, at which Moment 
the Vibration of the Spiritual Body can withstand the Highest Vibration of Source. 
 
In addition, all Life manifesting at any level of the continuum of the Universe Vibrates 
at a level being exactly equivalent to the "plane" or "sub-plane" they occupy, but 
each at the same time exhibiting characteristics that identify all forms of Life in the 
Universe with unique individuality and therefore Unique Energy Field and Vibration. 



 
It is due to the fact that a Soul or Spirit body of a human being Vibrates in harmony, 
at the same rate or frequency as the plane or Sphere being occupied, that everything 
seems to be, and indeed is totally solid and real. This of course also applies to the 
physical world, which is also a rate or range of rates of Vibration, as is every person 
and indeed all forms of Life and everything else existing in the physical Universe. 
 
Everything is Energy and therefore Vibration. Everyone and everything therefore 
“tunes” into the Vibratory Frequency of the plane of Vibration, corresponding to their 
own unique Vibration. This is analogous to television or radio transmitters and 
receivers whereby although there are thousands of programs or channels all being 
broadcast into the Ether concurrently, it is only usually possible to tune into one such 
program or channel being broadcast at its own particular frequency at any moment. 
 
Beyond the confines of the physical world of matter, frequency of Vibration, Energy 
is therefore the means by which all Life Expresses and exists within its own unique, 
individual, corresponding level, plane or state of Being. This also fully explains why 
humans, and indeed all forms of Life upon passing on to the Astral worlds after the 
“death” of the physical body find a "world" which is every bit as “solid” and “real” as 
the physical world.  
 
In fact the Astral worlds, the "Afterlife", where most people transition after the "death" 
of the physical body,  are much more “solid”, “real” and vibrant than the physical 
world, and this becomes progressively more the case with the ascent to the ever 
inner Spheres. The Higher the Vibratory Frequency of Energy, the finer are the 
corresponding Vibrations, and accordingly everyone and everything within that level 
of Energy or Vibration will be much more “finely tuned” with it. Physical "matter" by 
comparison, being at the lowest level of Energy and Vibration is extremely coarse. 
 
So everything in the Universe, The All, Every Expression of Source and Vibration, up 
to and including Source Energy Who exhibits a level of Vibration of such an infinitely 
high degree and of such intensity that Source can almost be considered to be at rest. 
 
Such levels of Vibration are far, far beyond any physical human comprehension.  
 
This may be conceptualised on the physical plane by observing the spokes of a 
wheel from a sideways perspective, spinning progressively faster. The wheel soon 
achieves such a rate, frequency of rotation, as to appear stationary and not spinning 
at all, its spokes appearing to be invisible to the physical senses of the human eye. 
 
As discussed earlier, science now recognises the fact that the everyday 
“phenomena” with which everyone is so familiar such as heat, light, temperature and 
magnetism are all but differing degrees of Vibration, each exhibiting unique 
characteristics, each of which everyone can readily recognise and experience by 
means of the five senses. Modern science however is nevertheless still struggling to 
fully explain such important characteristics as cohesion, molecular attraction and 
affinity, and in particular the very force keeping everything rooted firmly on the 
ground, thereby preventing things from floating off into space - the force of gravity. 
 



Vibration plays an extremely important part in lives of every person by way of normal 
thinking processes and States of Being. 
 
All thought’s, emotions, desires, temperaments, indeed any mental state of Mind or 
Well-Being, are ultimately degrees and aspects of Energy as Vibration, as of course 
is the very of thought itself. This is just one reason why, in the Collective Sphere of 
the human Mind, thoughts, feelings and emotions are projected, and can accordingly 
other people through the process of Vibratory Induction. 
 
These are major factors in so called “paranormal phenomena” which people 
recognise as “telepathy” and other forms of Mind power. It is also the reason why a 
person's “mood” can affect those around that person, a “mood” simply being an 
energetic state of Vibration which people can "tune in to" and begin to Vibrate at the 
same frequency, much like a "tuning fork". 
 
It is a most important fact therefore that every single thought, every single state of 
Mind and every single emotion is each characterised by its own unique Vibration. 
 
In the physical world of matter these Vibrations and “thought forms” are not readily 
apparent to the physical senses, however, in the vastly finer degrees of Vibration of 
the Astral worlds and beyond, thoughts and thought forms can actually be seen to be 
instantly created and projected, and which thought forms will persist in accordance 
with the level of Energy and persistence with which they were originally projected. 
 
Those who understand these laws of Vibration and Mentalism can exercise a high 
degree of control over their own individual thought processes, thus gaining a high 
level of control over their own states of Mind, moods, feelings and emotions. 
 
In the same way, a person who is well practiced in these disciplines can also affect 
the Minds of others by applying the same principles, indeed very often people do this 
without even realising it. 
 
On the Mental plane therefore, and in particular on the collective Mental Plane of the 
Human Mind, people produce thought Energy, Vibrations, which can effect 
themselves and the people around them either unintentionally or in some cases at 
will. It should be pointed out that conscious and effective use of these abilities can 
usually only be acquired by the means of dedication and practice over some period 
of time, although there are a very few people in existence who can command these 
powers as a natural ability, often from birth. 
 
The principles we have discussed so far will also explain many of the so called 
“phenomena” that have been demonstrated over the ages by the great Masters, 
Adepts, Guru’s and others, often considered to be “miracles”. 
 
All these people are really doing is to consciously control completely natural 
Universal Principles, and in particular, in the case of physical Expressions, the 
Principle of Vibration, in order to "alter" or "transmute" one form of Energy and 
Vibration, into another form of Energy with alternative Vibratory characteristics, 
thereby altering the apparent form of physically observable objects - which is 
ultimately an illusion of the senses, because there is no "form", duality. 



 
Now this subject is highly relevant and indeed crucial to the 2012 era, because the 
Great Transition is about the Raising of Consciousness and therefore of Vibration.  
As we progress through 2012, we are being coming under the influence of increasing 
Cosmic Energy and Vibration of a Transformational Nature. 
 
Today is just such an occasion - and a Truly Great and significant One. 
 
An Eclipse of the Sun will take place, observable in many part of the world which will 
also bring in to alignment, for the first time in 26,000 years, between Earth, The Sun, 
Alcyone and the Pleiades. 
 
In many ancient cultures, including the Maya and Aztec, a 26,000 Cycle is known as 
the "Great Year", so as you can see, the event today is special on many levels. 
 
Many ancient monuments and structures, such as the main three Giza Pyramids, are 
aligned with the Pleiades. The ascending passageway in the Great Giza Pyramid is 
aligned towards Alcyone at the Equinox, from which alignment Energy is collected  
and focussed inwards. This is no coincidence - these are receiving Cosmic Energy 
with the ability to re-transmit this Energy across Earth and to Human Beings.  
 
I will say no more today, except that whether you are Blessed to witness the event 
today or not, be absolutely sure that it is the harbinger of Greater things to come. 
 
If you are receiving the Newsletter for the first time and wish to keep fully informed 
as to the meaning of current Quickening Events, you may do so at our Website: 
 

http://www.ourultimatereality.com 

 
Now that "2012" is here, my paperback book, Our Ultimate Reality, Life, The 
Universe And Destiny of Mankind, can provide you with a broad and detailed 
perspective of the meaning of  2012, and of Life and Meaning of Life generally.  
 
There has never been a more appropriate time to read the book, and to send copies 
to everyone that you Love and care about, as the Great Transition gains momentum: 
 

576 Page Paperback from Amazon US: Our Ultimate 
Reality, Life, The Universe and Destiny of Mankind 

 
And Click Here To Obtain The Book From Amazon UK 

 
 
And So It Is.    
 
Brought To You In Love, Light And Service,  
 
Adrian. 

http://www.ourultimatereality.com/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0979910609?tag=apc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0979910609&adid=0SJPRP1PB0GXFASSH4MG&
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0979910609?tag=apc-20&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0979910609&adid=0SJPRP1PB0GXFASSH4MG&
http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0979910609?tag=ourultireal-21&camp=1406&creative=6394&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=0979910609&adid=1205KK97NM4BWATV7C6G&&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ourultimatereality.com%2F

